We combine literature review and three E's to select more reasonable evaluation index. We establishes three primary indicators (Economic Success ,Social Success, Environmental Success)and twelve secondary measures by referring to the smart urban evaluation index system of the EU, IBM, Nanjing and Tai-wan. From the analysis and the calculation results, it is reasonable for our metric to measure the success of smart growth of a city. Our MSGC is suitable for the evaluation of smart city growth and provides reference for government policy makers.
Introduction
The sustainable development of cities, as a new concept of the construction of the global cities, makes up for the shortage and defects of the theory of city development, and provides a new theory and method for the healthy development of cities. How to realize the sustainable development of the cities is one of the most important subjects in the world. However, there is no existing standardized models that could help ICM apply the theory of smart growth to cities around the world. Thus, our task is to build a model to provide a method for cities to measure the success of smart growth of cities. Therefore, we build Model MSGC to measure the success of smart growth of a city .
Index selection
We establishes three primary indicators (Economic Success ,Social Success, Environmental Success)and twelve secondary measures by referring to the smart urban evaluation index system of the EU, IBM, Nanjing and Tai-wan .Thus, our index evaluation system finishes.
Index system

Index weighing
In the three factors that determine the overall target judgment matrix, we refer to the study of Wang [1] , assuming that social success has the greatest impact on the overall judgment matrix, while economic success has the least effect. We can get the judgment matrix of the evaluation index system. According to the judgment matrix to obtain the weight table 
Consistency check list
There is no need for consistency test between Second order and second order below. According to the calculated results,CR=0 ≤ 0.1,so the judgment matrix satisfies the consistency, and the weight distribution is reasonable.
Summary:
From the analysis and the calculation results, our metric to measure the success of smart growth of a city is reasonable. Our MSGC is suitable for the evaluation of smart city growth and provides reference for government policy makers.
